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its ‘FSTP-Test’.

‘ETCIs, Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions’ to be protected by patent law, have hitherto
unknown intellectual properties, as being potentially ‘preemptive/-able’. Thus, patenting ETCIs may socioeconomically seriously threaten the US ‘NPS, National Patent System’ – just as any other NPS.
The ‘US Supreme Court, USSC’ noticed this serious threat, worldwide first and eliminated it for the US NPS:
By reinterpreting the US ‘SPL, Substantive Patents’ Law’. This enables the IES, for any ETCI, to automatically deriving – for its initial part – ●its definitional properties, and ●its ‘patent-eligibility, PE’- & ‘patentability, PA’-tests, all being of ●’high speed’ and today vastly & soon totally ‘robust’.
The IES automates this SPL reinterpretation by its ‘Facts Screening/Transforming/Presenting, FSTP’-Test. It
defines the ‘FSTPtech’, for all ETCIs being an amazingly powerful ‘Patenting Technology’. The IES thus offers,
for any ETCI, a high quality, high speed, & high volume patenting service, hitherto evidently impossible:



Calibrating the IES with this ETCI: The IES automatically prompts its user to input all by the FSTP-Test needed
ETCI items – as before in its patent specification marked-up by a patent drafter or tester – then



FSTP-Testing this ETCI for meeting the USSC’s SPL requirements: The IES automatically instantly derives from
this input all Q/A about the ETCI’s results of its FSTP-Test – and outputs of it what the user asks for in real-time.

This trail blazing innovation, FSTPtech, cannot only for any investor/inventor/developer/lawyer/examiner/… (semi-)automatically determine whether an ETCI is ‘precisely modelably’ PE, even ‘(semi-)totally
robustly’, but for anybody interested in this game-changer of patent business, too. Hitherto, everybody
thought, thus powerful patenting services are impossible. Yet:
FSTPtech’s patenting power holds for any emerging technology and
incredibly increases ETCIs’ modellability & productivity – due to its mathematical ‘KR, Knowledge Representation’ in deterministic AI.
Nothing like FSTPtech exists hitherto. It is the only technology determining an ETCI’s PE & PA dependably. This is unique, worldwide.
FSTPtech is the future ‘Mathematical Innovatics’ analogon to ‘Mathematical
Physics’. But, its realm is much broader than Physics’ one, as it comprises all PE ETCIs, also BIO, …, life cycleETCIs.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Sigram Schindler*)
*) For my CVs see the end of this mail.
These CVs require two disclaimers. ●In this mail’s talking about basic aspects of FSTPtech – potentially the future way of handling all ETCIs –
its presentations about them are neither smooth nor complete, due to the advent of COVID-19. Then see[e.g.619,622].
●The IES is by friendly testers
free of cost usable over the Internet – for learning FSTPtech’s usefulness in patenting business. Yet, the IES is only a prototype++.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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FIG.1: Upfront some Technical Areas of patenting & brief remarks about FSTPtech and their ETCIs.


The IES is a very advanced analogon in the SPL framework1.a) to an ERP-System in IFRS, e.g. to an SAP system.

The patenting philosophy of university level books on whatever patenting problems and/or business did enable
their steadily booming – although none of them focused on the massive peculiarities of emerging technologies for leveraging on the enormous advantages coming with these new properties of ETCIs to be or have been patented.

As opposed to these books, the here partially outlined FSTPtech textbook[182] pursues the orthogonal patenting
philosophy: Due to ETCIs’ socioeconomically heavyweight potentials, the FSTP-Project carefully analyzed the Supreme
Court’s SPL-framework precedents for assessing that this Patent Technology book about the innovative FSTPtech would
incentivize inventors & investors to engage in creating ETCIs. It thus unfolds the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework longterm potentials – additionally to its short-term amazing advantages identified on page 2. This framework thus proves to be
Solomonic. And not only for the US innovating & patenting communities’ wealth, but for such societies international.

Many emerging technology areas of patenting – esp. ‘(sub-)nanotech ETCIs’, e.g. virologyETCIs – are too complex for dependably
dealing with them in usual patenting jargon. The SPL framework statement ‘COVID-19 / VAETCI is PE’ is an example[622,626,182].
For such ETCIs exists not yet SPL precedents[626,182] analyzed – although becoming soon the most important ones –
esp. for such an ETCI’s ●(O-/A-/)E-KR & its ●non-preemptivity/-tability (IV. & V.). These 2 ETCI properties deserve highest
attention, as they are often indispensable for robust patenting, but their filigree is in classic SPL interpretation not
specifiable. By contrast, their USSC’s PE specification – and the from it derived FSTP-Test, by the FSTP-Project scientized
mathematically – enables the IES to legally determining (semi-)automatically such ETCIs being (nPE)/PE.

An IES output often had eventually to be approved by a competent authority, e.g. the USPTO or a court. Its examiner,
or judge, or an investor, or …, would for her/his final confirmation – of such an ETCI by the IES found being (nPE)/PE –
select of it some crucial samples, but would meticulously only check whether their factual information is correct and has been
correctly input to the IES’es FSTP-Test during its calibration.

Exactly as with using the above mentioned ERP-System for verifying an IFRS PnL-statement’s correctness.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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I. Basic Aspects of Scientific Patent Technology.
The Sections I.-III. shall acquaint the reader with notional basics of FSTPtech and advantages of
scientifically patenting ETCIs1.a) by it, before IV.-IX. enable grasping main cognitions on that it rests.
I.1
The USSC’s Solomonic SPL framework decisions take, by the IES & its FSTP-Test, the SPLs of US
& EPC from their today’s ‘manufacture’ level of development to the ‘postindustrial’ one. E.g., in pre-framework
SPL an ETCI may be PE & preemptable – not so in post-framework SPL. Thereby, post-framework’s SPLAI
dramatically increases, in patenting ETCIs, their productivity & modelling capability[622].
I.2
The Supreme Court im- and explicitly requires specifying ETCIs by basing them on its notional
‘elementary creative/inventive concepts’b). The FSTP-subtests (see IV.) then (semi-)automatically render any
ETCI as scientific/mathematic expression, iff it has all the USSC’s ‘SPL framework-properties’[596].
I.3




Exemplary advantages of legally & factually scientizing/mathematizing an ETCI are (see IV./IX.):
Calibrating the IES by an ETCI enables the IES’es FSTP-Test to fully automatically prompt the IES user to input all
ETCI items, thus enabling the IES to check whether they are ‘rational’2). This greatly facilitates stating & doublechecking that the ETCI’s ‘Claim Interpretation, CI’ does meet all § 112 requirements.
The IES then executes (today semi- , tomorrow fully-automatically) the FSTP-Test on this ETCI’s CI and output –
in response to IES detected keywords spoken/input by its user(s) – any by the FSTP-Test known correct information about this CI’s ‘Claim Construction, CC’, i.e. whether it meets all §§ 112/101/102/103 requirements.

All such steps of all ETCIs are specified in the same ‘Invention Specification Language, ratISL’VII.2.
I.4
FSTPtech is the sole technology that dramatically increases – in all knowledge areas – the
productivity & robustness & modelling capability & … as to developing / drafting / patenting ETCIs, or
finding / barring workarounds of them, all these notions being modellable and even specifiable by ISL.
1.a Based

on the US Constitution, the Supreme Court specified by 6 unanimous decisions, in KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/
Biosig/Alice, an SPL-framework for patenting ETCIs. These 6 USSC decisions, determining ETCIs’ nPE/PE[622ftn2.b)], are
by the CAFC totally incorrectly interpreted, as it not recognizes that the USSC’s criteria have to solve new kinds of PE
problemsc). This discrepancy caused a publicly unspoken and still pending fundamental schism between the CAFC &
the USSC about the latter’s SPL-framework notion of ’patent-eligibility, PE’ as by ETCIs needed. This schism in patenting
ETCIs is disastrous to the US economy, as disorienting it and barring from it the SPL framework’s scientific progress of
any ETCI’s enormous ‘productivity increase’ – due to this ETCI’s ‘precise modellability’ if specified properly.
This mail focuses on ETCIs – i.e. deals not with C(lassic)TCIs, as in[182] – for avoiding confusions in this FSTPtech
introduction. By the same reason is shown in[FSTP] that the US SPL framework and ‘EPC, European Patent Convention’
(§§ 52-57 & 69 & 82-84, in conjunction with EPO’s G 03/08) mutually support each other to some degree.
.b This notional refinement – known from Mathematics for defining ‘independence’ of some of its elements, as here by the Supreme
Court’s SPL framework required – enables specifying any ETCI (patent) by ‘E-crCs’ totally robust, due to their capability to precisely
modeling all SPL framework based and USSC required notions, totally impossible for classic/compound O-/A-crCs, IV./V..
Factually, any E-crC represents a Platonian ‘atomic idea’ – in the 19th century notionally sublimated[622]. The patenting
community failed to notice this context, as perceiving it without any help requires the proper academic background.
.c The CAFC’s PE decisions about ETCIs rest on a large set of legal errors, shown in detail in[622]. They are fully untenable, as the author publicly & repeatedly explained[FSTP] – also to the CAFC directly, which totally ignored them.
Historically, freestyle opinions (as the CAFC’s ones[622]) have never prevailed over logically correct derivations
about any doubt from also logically clear statements, here being primarily the Supreme Court’s PE specification.
The patent communities’ initial difficulties in appreciating the wordings of the USSC’s explanations of its reinterpretation
of the US SPL are in history well-known for most such paradigm-shifts, i.e. here not changing the SPL: Its reinterpretation only
explicates meeting ETCIs’ patenting needs, as not comprised by the classic SPL’s wording, as then their characteristic[622] was
unknown. Even the Supreme Court needed of its above 6 decisionsa) 5 ones, before it could provide its PE specification in Alice.
Finally, all the many reinterpretations of the USSC’s PE specification – by members of the patenting community[e.g.623,624] –
without its paradigm shift, but simply reconfirming the erroneous CAFC/USPTO PE meaning, also are erroneous[622],
especially the recently suggested “Sequenced Patent Examination” (just submitted to the Congress[627,628]).
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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FIG.2: Using an FSTPtech based IES in a District Court’s ETCI case – see also FIG.4.
The figure indicates the change that will take place in reasoning about SPL: It visualizes part of the typical future district
court scenes in an ETCI patent case. It shows one judge, a lawyer and a clerk with their IES screens dealing with this ETCI –
mostly displaying the same windows set, sharing this information with additional judges, jurors, and secretaries (in the same
court room and/or remotely), potentially commonly observing the same ‘talking head’ of a court member or an external expert.
Here, of interest is that this new cooperation paradigm is enriched in that it deals with all information presented by a
screen, as structured by the FSTP-Test of its IES and its ETCI, virtualized by FIG.4. This compound view of the actual SPL
problem at issue is permanently shared subcortically by all participants – invoked by potentially any participant.
The same ‘high quality cooperation paradigm’-refinement exists in many other ETCI business situations. This new ‘ETCI
developing/patenting/…. by FSTPtech’ has in the FSTP-Project been derived from the Supreme Court’s SPL framework. FSTPtech
was thereby focused on pure rationality – not on reasonability[622 / NOTE2] – why the FSTP-Project found the USSC’s procedural
framework implementation, esp. of its PE, while the US patent community failed, also to only grasp FSTP mails.
NOTE1: It proved that evidently most SPL experts simply cannot believe that SPL – as always assumed to be
absolutely precise in all patents’ claims – is a mathematical science[622] that is based on the USSC’s SPL framework and
implemented by FSTPtech. This mail’s purpose is to provide only an overall understanding of FSTPtech – leaving its details
to[626,182]. I.e., the full comprehension of the meaning of FSTPtech is impossible by only this mail’s introduction into it.
The USSC’s SPL framework is ‘declarative’, as any specification of a construct of profound ideas, i.e. is not
‘executable’/‘procedural’/’operational’. In any contemporary knowledge area, such as patenting ETCIs, the specification of
its construct of ideas must be notionally sufficiently implemented first (at least rudimentarily), before an ‘executable’
statement about or in this area, e.g. its implementation, is meaningful. I.e., any implementation must satisfy its specification. The
USSC’s PE specification must be satisfied by FSTPtech ─ what it indeed does, as shown by the PE-Test on page 9.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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II. ISL & KRs of ETCIs’ Specifications.
II.1 The purpose of the FSTP-Test is to determine of an ETCI in an unquestionable way, whether it
meets all SPL requirements stated by the USSC’s framework. This means defining & potentially refining its
notionally O/A/E-crC predicates – its ‘creative/inventive concepts’, the conjunction of which specify it.V.5
II.2 In FSTPtech, ETCIs are specified by using a trivial subset of natural English expanded by SPL
notions and parameterized by the ETCI’s1.b) E-crCsV.4, called ‘Invention Specification Language,
ISL’. ISL resembles the since the 80s internationally sole IT systems’ specification technique & uses a
simple ●expansion of a tiny subset of natural English and a ●restriction of IT’s specification technique.
An IES is configured by it and outputs it as string of (e.g. graphical) symbols, or as sentence in trivialized
natural English language (potentially expanded by an area’s keywords), see IV.. I.e., the USSC implicitly
but indispensably requires, to use this broadly known notion of (creative/inventive) ‘concept’ for
specifying an ETCI, for showing that it meets the SPL-framework requirements. Due to these
requirements, for the large crowd of ‘IT-system-design-savvies’, this FSTPtech ISL is trivial.
II.3 ISL is vastly ‘layer-independent’. This facilitates structuring an ETCI specification into its natural hierarchic notional O-/A-/E-levels – 2 layers of compound O-/A-crCs & of 1 layer of E-crCs (see V.1/VII.).
II.4
The original by ETCI patents provided ‘O-granularity’ of nonrefined ETCI notions is often too
coarse for enabling stating consistency & predictability in SPL precedents about ETCIs ─ as known
from the CAFC’s many controversial decisions. I.e.: This classic notional ‘O-resolution/granularity’
that our brains like ─ as they are customized to quickly identify and deal with ‘everyday essentials’,
whatever these are ─ is for many ETCIs not subtle enough for guaranteeing that two different
correct determinations of one of its properties (e.g. its definiteness or patent eligibility or non-obviousness …) would not deliver contradicting results. This is pragmatically experienced not only
from many CAFC decisions, but also from everyday nonconsensually ending disputes.
II.5 Finally, ISL has another outstanding practical advantage: Its semantic enables abstracting from
intricacies of ETCIs by E-xcrCs – not encountered with classic TCIs. By contrast to them, each ETCI has
at least 1 partly intangible/invisible/nonrational property, specifiable only on top of a purely intellectual model
needing E-xcrCs. This may cause booby-traps, as in testing e.g. the Myriad-BIOETCI1/7 (see IV.): By its
O-specification, none of its dependent claims defines claim1 as an application of it. Yet, its E-layer/level
specification shows that e.g. claim7 is an a priori known application of claim1 that transforms MyriadBIOETCI1/7 into being PE – as it meets all requirements stated by the Supreme Court’s specification.
Thus, avoiding such intricacies usually requires notionally refined thinking about ETCIs.
II.6 But, for consistency & predictability in SPL precedents about ETCIs, their notional refinement is
not yet sufficient: Each ETCI indispensably also needs an ‘exceptional E-xcrC’V.5 for identifying its
model based ‘natural phenomenon’ and/or ‘abstract idea' rationalized by its PE specification, as by the
Supreme Court’s framework im- & explicitly required[622]. This always enables scientizing – i.e. rationalizing/mathematizing – the PE problem of an ETCIV.5 and then (semi-)automatically executing the PETest on it.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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III. For Investors & Inventors & Developers & R&D-Managers & ...
III.1 For a PTO the advent of ETCIs implies not only a growing annual number of patent applications
of increasing complexity and/or sophistication. But, the society of this PTO needs that its examiners
are ‘customer open’, technically fit, & speedy – for thus optimally facilitating unfolding, together with
the involved investors & inventors & developers & … &, the ETCIs’ economic potentials. By using FSTPTechnology, these objectives are greatly supported in the PTO’s processes outlined next.
III.2 Without creating any cost, the PTO could motivate any patent applicant – e.g. by granting her/him a
prioritized examination – to submit, together with her/his patent application, a marked-up patent specification
and an “RS, Reference Set” of prior art documents, disclosing this ETCI’s ETCI-DS & PTR-DS2) with ETCIDS  PTR-DS alias (ETCI  RS)-DS.

7

III.3 The applicant has upfront generated e.g. this PTR-DS by means of an IES – and potentially a
PTO-qualified auditor (in line with the US Supreme Court’s SPL framework), which has checked that the
mark-ups are correct & the FSTP-Test automatically approved that the ETCI of this PTR-DS is patentable
over its RS. The examiner then only needs to repeat this check – by means of her/his PTO’s IES (see
VIII.). Hence the ETCI is patent-eligible & patentable. Then the examiner is ‘authorized’ to state that the
applicant provided the unquestionable proof that the ETCI of this PTR-DS does satisfy SPL.
This mode of an examiner’s operation would multiply increase ●his/her throughput of so
prepared ETCIs’ patent examinations, and also ●the examination’s quality.
III.4 This change of mode of operation of the PTO were nothing else but making it behave like a
building supervisory authority: This authority would not dream of determining on its own, whether an
application for granting construing a building is mathematically correct. This mathematical proof must be
provided by the applicant & would be checked and confirmed or not – thus granting the right to construe this
building or not. Thus the quality of building construction approvals would be expanded to ETCI patenting.
III.5 A patent applicant may be further facilitated by the PTO’s IES, accessible to her/him over the Internet,
in single user or screen sharing mode with an examiner, or in multipoint mode between an ETCI’s inventor(s)
resp. patent applicant(s) and/or the examiner(s) – before or when submitting the application.
III.6 Such cooperation of the PTO would require no additional effort by it, but would enormously create
trust among the patenting community and the PTO. And better: This cooperation would greatly facilitate
rapidly mutually familiarizing both communities – e.g. the USPTO and its US customer base – with cuttingedge technical progress. Keeping-up this familiarity by a society will decide its future wealth.
2

For an ETCI, the meanings6) of these 2 FSTPtech mRat notions are defined by the SPL-framework implied requirements:
α) ‘ETCI-DS, ETCI-DataStructure’ & β)‘PTR-DS, Pair of Technical Teaching (of ETCI) & Reference DataStructure’, i.e.
α) The PE-Test checks nPE/PE of the ETCI & no RS (in IV.) & β) The PA-Test (≡ FSTP-Test) checks PA of ‘TT(ETCI)’ & RS (in VIII.).
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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… & Examiners & Licensees/-sors & Lawyers & Judges.
The enormous impact of this just outlined change of a PTO’s operation in patenting ETCIs – not to be executed by a PTO in all cases – deserves the brief elaboration of some of its aspects, touched on already:
● Any frequent FSTP-Test user inevitably automatically gets by its IES a deep SPL qualification, due to
the FSTP-AI’s total independency of any ETCI’s specificities – as the FSTP’s AI is the common logic
backbone of any ETCI’s stereotypic SPL-satisfiability test. Such specificities are determined by this ETCI’s
CBN(ETCI), e.g. of ITtech, BIOtech, …., as by the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework implicitly required.
As indicated in Section IV., an ETCI satisfies SPL iff it successfully passes IES’es ‘post-Mayo’
FSTP-Test. It namely automatically executes ─ wherever its execution on an ETCI has actually arrived
─ the there shown FSTP-AI enquiry about this CBN(ETCI), of which the FSTP-Test knows the necessarily &
sufficiently positive answer (provided by the SPL framework) for successfully passing it. Thus, repeatedly confronting this frequent user with test1-9 and their correct answers eventually enforces her/his qualification.
● Many recent (e.g. in BIOtech) ETCIs cannot be simplified by ISL’s necessarily trivial Mathematics, i.e. they may
inevitably be complex. Due to their accelerating increase in complexity of specificities, it is absolutely
unthinkable that e.g. a PTO’s today human resources would be able to keep up with these specifities’
developments ─ as already evidenced by the last years’ many untenable PE-decisions by e.g. the PTAB &
CAFC1.b). Thus, for such BIOETCIs the only way out from this problem is to scientize them in their symbolmanipulation KR and automating the trivial test1-9 correctness proof, i.e. proving this BIOETCI’s SPL-satisfaction
(by since the 70s powerful symbol manipulation tools, e.g. Algol-W compilers).
● Of groundbreaking importance is thereby: A PTO has the potential to trigger a landslide of socioeconomic
dimension if it would market that it has enormous resources, in particular the manpower, for individually qualifying
its huge number of by FSTPtech impacted customers. By the size, qualification, and organization primarily of a
PTO examiner corps, it is in the best position to get quickly prepared for starting qualifying its patent community’s
bulk by the middle of next year in using AI’s SPL-flavor – in its most advanced development level, i.e. in FSTPtech.
This would require short-term qualifying by the FSTPtech team a group of selected examiners for 1 or 2
weeks (daily 2 times 2 hours, 50% practical examples, plus self-controlled individual training with 24x7 Q/A
support, monitored by this team). While the first 2 weeks suffice for conveying a solid FSTPtech know-how,
a subgroup of this FSTPtech launching crew, expanded by additional FSTPtech personal, would start
the week after, initializing (by daily in parallel drafting but also synchronizing) within another week 2
different tutorial programs – 1 for examiners & 1 for key customers – monitored by the author.
Proceeding this way would please this PTO’s examiners and dramatically increase its society’s creativity.

By FSTPtech, the rate of non-rejectable patent applications will thus get very close to 100% ─ also
if based on high quality and/or most recent, e.g. scientific, prior art – as:
o such patents and their applications will be totally robust ─ today only legally, very soon also
factually ─ thus saving time and accelerating access to market(s).
o courts’ SPL precedents about ETCIs would be reliably predictable, in so far optimizing inventors’ &
investors’ incentivations to invest their resources in developing such ETCIs.

The impact of this PTO’s increase of productivity on the resp. socio-economy will be amazing.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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IV. The SPL Structure, an ETCI’s ISL Specification & the PE-Test.
The content of Box1 & Box3 is shown in SPLISL KR3.a), the content of Box2 in DNAISL KR. [e.g.370].
ETCI’s Semantics-Definedness, Legal Disclosure, Enabling
§ 112 ≡ SPL Total Definedness
ETCI’s basic
properties
(test1)

Biosig

˄

ETCI’s legal
disclosures
(test2)

˄

ETCI’s enabling
disclosures
(test3)

ETCI’s Novelty ˄ Usefulness [without RS]
§ 101 ≡ PE

˄

Unlimited TT0
preemptivity
(test4)

˄

Application of
TT0
(test5)

˄

Significantly
more than TT0
(test6)

Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Alice

Refined Claim Interpretation (CI)

ETCI’s Novelty v Nonobviousness [over RS]
§ 102 ≡ PA
§ 103 ≡ PA

˄

Transforming
TT0's Nature
(test7)

˄

Refined Claim Construction (CC)

AN matrix
over RS
(test8)

˄

KSR

Creative height
crH over RS
(test9)

Graham
PA-Test

PE-Test
FSTP-Test

Box1: Its double-headed dashed lines are caused by the SPL-framework’s notional refinement of the solid lines’ notions of the pre-Mayo SPL interpretation. Its top 3
boxes show the 35 USC/SPL and its socioeconomic concerns. Its middle 9 boxes quote in these boxes’ bottoms the FSTPtest1-9. Their 7(9) PE(PA) requirements
are stated by 35 USC §§ 112/101(112/101/102/103).
CBN(ETCI)::= {O-crCS0n ::= O-MUIS0n, 1≤n≤N, also identifying TT0 by E-crC0S and its E-xcrC0S} 
 {A-crC0n, 1≤n≤N}
[superfluous for DNAETCIs[488]]

 E-crC0S ::= {E-crC0k  E-ncrC0k ::= k-ISL-sentences, disclosed by E-MUIS0k, 1≤k≤K}, having
X3: APP ≡ e8 ˅ e7
N∷= 3 ETCI-elements: X1∷= Tissue_of_testee (TT), X2∷= Wildtype-info (WT),
X3::= Application (APP), with K∷= 8 E-properties, abbreviated by E-crCk::= ek, i.e.:
EcrC0S∷= {(e1,1 =)e1∷= T(issueof)T(estee)G(ene)S(equence)o(f)B(RCA)1g(ene)●
X1: TT ≡ e1 e2 e3
(e1,2 =)e2∷= TTGSoB1R● (e1,3 =)e3∷= TTGSoB1c●;
(e2,1 =)e4∷= WTGSoB1g● (e2,2 =)e5∷= WTGSoB1R● (e2,3=)e6∷= WTGSoB1c●;
X2: WT ≡ e4 e5 e6
(e3,1=)e7∷= diff(e1,e4) v diff(e2,e5) v diff(e3,e6)●
[resp.
(e3,2=)e8∷= allele (TTGSoB1gϵhybrid(probeGSoB1g & isolgDNA⊂TTGSoB1g))●
]}.
Box2: Myriad’s DNAETCI1/7::= CBN(ETCI) is given, as usual, in O/A/E-KR[355,626]. The 1/7 are resp. claim numbers in Myriad’s patent. The bold line boxes represent the
Xn’s, the bold lines between them their ‘interrelations’, which may interconnect of the resp. box a specific ek (if the bold line crosses its bold border line and points
at an ek) or an expression of one or several of the box’s eks (if it stops at the border line). Thus, the graphic KR of the Myriad-ETCI provides information about this KR, not
comprised by its E-crC0S. If e8 is present (= claim1/7), then Myriad’s DNAETCI is PE, otherwise (= claim1) is nPE as e7 is not basically independent of TT0 (see Box3).
Myriad-DNAETCI1/7 is specified by

The PE-Test3.c)
CBN(ETCI)’s Claim Interpretation, CI

9

(for the PA-Test see its FSTPtechKR in FIG.4)

ISLKR

<input::= CBN(ETCI) in
>
begin:
1) if [CBN(ETCI)::= E-crCSV.::= {E-crCn/1≤n≤N}::= {⋀1≤kn≤KnE-crCkn/mod(ncrCn)/ 1≤n≤N}˄ RTSE-crCS is (correct˄ definite)]V.
then go on;
2) if [E-inCkn, ∀1≤kn≤Kn 1≤n≤N/mod(ncrCn) are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed]V.
then go on;
3) if [E-crCkn, ∀1≤kn≤Kn1≤n≤N/mod(ncrCn) are ex- or implicitly enablingly_specified]V. then output ‘CI(ETCI) is correct’ &
stop.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
CBN(ETCI)’s Claim Construction, CC: <input ::= CI(ETCI) is correct>
begin:
4) if [ E-crCST0 ⸦ E-crCSETCI ⋀ E-xcrC#E-crCST0,
i.e.: ‘ETCI comprises an (in initial nPE)T0’]
then go on;
5) if [((E-crC°E-crCSETCI \ T0)X (E-crC°°E-crCST0))⋀(ΠT0scope(CBN(ETCI))⸦scope(T0))i.e.: ‘ETCI ‘s application uses T0 hierarchically’] then go on;
6) if [  RatE-crC* (E-crCSETCI\T0 ⋀ ≁ E-crCST0)
i.e.: ‘RatETCI is significantly more than T0’] then go on;
7) if [{{E-xcrC#2}, {<E-crC°2, E-crC°°2>}, {E-crC*2}} = ϕ
i.e.: ‘CBN(ETCI) is nPR ≡ R&DMI’]
then go on;
then output ‘CC(ETCI) is PE’
& stop.
Box3: The PE-Test shows, for any ETCI, by test(1-3)/(4-7) the by the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework ex-/implicitly as logically indispensable stated
requirements. Namely that this ETCI’s ‘Claim Interpretation, CI’ / ‘Claim Construction, CC, of this CI’ must pass test1-7 for its being PE. For PA see
FIG.4. Thereby ●)E-crCS is assumed to comprise an exceptional elementary concept, i.e. that E-xcrC#E-crCSTT0, and the ●)FSTPtech symbols
“X, ISL-hierarchic use”[278] and “≁, ISL-independent“ are simple SPLISL expressions defined and discussed in detail in[626].
NOTE2: Moreover, in[622 NOTE1 and ftn2.c) ] explain that an ETCI comprises a nonfunctional parameter E-crAliceC, being part of RatE-crC* in test6). For
avoiding misunderstandings, here is added that this need not be true for this ETCI’s A-levelII.3/V.3 – as elaborated in[626]. There for clarity in a viralETCI’s mutant, EcrAliceC and RatA-crC* must be dealt with separately for preserving uniqueness (while in Box2 e8 comprises both concepts, i.e. there is no uniqueness).
3.a

Meticulously interpreting the USSC’s SPL-framework indispensably but implicitly requires the refinement of Kant’s levels of
‘notional qualities’ of thoughts (by him not defined but introduced en passant, as shown below and indicated byb)): A bold term (on
the left of ‘—‘) denotes of its associated meaning/property[622] (on the right of ‘—‘) its notional quality.
This notional ‘quality hierarchy’ of meanings – refining Kant’s one – & their mutual relations have so far been unknown:
transcendental
(abbr. ‘Trans’) ─ if its meaning evidently exceeds human beings’ logical thinking post Socrates, Plato,
Aristotle;
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………..…
metaPhysical (abbr. ‘mPhys’) ─ if it is not yet (m)Rat, but potentially eventually (i.e. tighter than Kant’s ‘not speculative mPhys’);
metaRational (abbr. ‘mRat’) ─ if it is not yet Rat but surely restateable as Rat (∄ in Kant’s hierarchy, yet by PPOSC[622] seen as Rat);
rational (abbr. ‘Rat’) ─ if it is evidently representable in (an expanded) SPLISL;
mathematical (abbr. ‘Mat’) ─ if it is represented in this SPLISL.
.b Today, a CTCI patent specification often comprises mRat – or even mPhys; then it shouldn’t have been granted as this requires an
mRat KR at least. The latter holds also for ETCIs: In spite of their comprising an E-xcrCV.4, as by the SPL framework being mPhys – but only if
not yet having passed the PE-Test[622]. The USSC by its Solomonian decision implicitly determines that an E-xcrC then is an ordinary (m)Rat
E-crCV.4. This brilliant USSC recognition refines Kant’s meaning of ‘speculative’.
For conveying certainty, a brief remark as to the above right sides: A Trans/mPhys statement cannot be defined precisely in an
expanded ISL[622] as it comprises some mPhys – unlike an mRat/Rat/Mat statement as comprising only Rat.

.c NOTE3: Outside of the FSTP-Project this test is unknown as totally ignored, in spite of its having been published to the CAFC &
in dozens of FSTP mails. Yet, it is the only correct implementation of the USSC’s brilliant PE specification[622].
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V. Notionally Refined ETCI Specifications in ISL.
V.1 By explicitly requiring to use its SPL framework in an ETCI’s PE-Test, the USSC implicitly also
required modeling it by independent (non)creative O-/A-/E-crCsII.1. Thereby any crC is located on its ETCI’s
‘original’ & ‘aggregated’ & ‘elementary’ levels ≡ layers of notional quality. Thereby the 3 notional qualities are
the same for the whole FSTPtech, while an ETCI’s ‘O-/A-/E-levels’ are ETCI-specific. The latter is to satisfy
35 USC § 112 – which is true, iff its E-inCS passes test1)-3) of the PE-Test, as shown below.
V.2 This SPL framework also requires the disaggregation of any ETCI’s meaning into its N constituents,
i.e. ‘ETCI-elements, X0n’, each having a property modeled by an ‘O-concept, O-C0n’, n=1,…,N. In an
ETCI’s patent specification, each O-C0n is described by an mRat predicate in ISL (& optional
graphics), in total called the ETCI’s “Original Mark-up Unit of Information Set, O-MUIS”.
V.3 This ‘set of O-concepts, O-CS’ describes the ETCI’s structure <TT0, its application>[622]. For
simplicity and w.l.o.g., we assume O-CS is in 1-1-relation to ‘A-CS’, the set of ‘Aggregated concepts,
A-C0n’. Any A-C0n describes its O-C0n precisely by a (conjunction of) mRat E-predicates in ISL.
V.4 On the E-level, any A-predicate A-C0n is refined into a conjunction of ‘Elementary
(non)creative Concepts, E-(non)crC0nkn’, 1≤kn≤Kn4.a), defined in ISL. Mathematically, an E-crC0k is
defined by its ‘Truth Set, TS0k’. Notionally, an E-crC0k here cannot be further refined.1.b)
V.5 In FSTPtech, all O-/A-/E-crCs are ‘factual’. Yet, any E-crC may be expanded to an ‘Elementary inventive
Concept, E-inC’ by pairing it with a ‘legal concept, leC’, i.e.: E-inC0nkn ::= <E-crC0nkn,leC0nkn>=<E-crC0k,leC0k>,
1≤k≤K::= 𝛴1≤n≤NKn. An ETCI’s all concepts are created by its inventor(s), supported/confirmed
by the ‘Person of Pertinent Ordinary Skill & Creativity, PPOSC’, if being hitherto unknown (e.g.
their TSes, potentially being creative). For any ETCI exists, by its definition, at least 1 ‘exceptional
E-xcrC0k’II.6, with ‘x’ (i.e. the adjective ‘exceptional’) often omitted.
V.6 The key notion ‘Combination of Elements’ of an ETCI is by the Supreme Court’s Alice
decision considered as the indispensable instrument for the exact specification of an ETCI. Its
FSTPtech abbreviation ‘CBN(ETCI)’ comprises the above key sets O-/A-/E-crCS, i.e. the 3 most
important functional layers in any system’s design, yet not necessarily uniqueb) therein.
V.7 Of an ETCI’s FSTP-test7 – i.e. of {{E-xcrC#2}, {<E-crC°2, E-crC°°2>}, {E-crC*2}} = ϕ – its 3
mutually elementarily independent sets (see IV.) need not ●comprise only one element, and/or if
so, ●have only one AUS element combination[586,619]. This is the problem area of sub-molecular
BIOETCIs, as the PE-Test results of such ETCIs depends on properties of atoms and their type of
bond in their RNA/DNA molecule, e.g. ViralETCIs and their mutants[622 / III.vii),626].
4.a

A linear enumeration of an ETCI’s all E-C0k, 1≤k≤K, is often simpler than their (0,n,kn) indexing, 1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤kn≤Kn.
.b If an ETCI is assumed unique but not its O-/A-/E-crCS, then all corresponding crCs[5] specifications are assumed isomorph.
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VI. Western Key Paradigm Shifters of/in Creative Thinking.
These giants in creative thinking shall remind: Without their notional innovations of groundbreaking paradigm
shifts, FSTPtech – based on the USSC’s SPL framework – were still unknown. Their intellectual such
contributions eventually enable implicitly scientifying and/or mathematizing in ISLV. any ‘engineering limited’
creative thinking. This greatly facilitates understanding an ETCI’s meaning in all its details.

11

FIG.3: Some Creators/Users/Prophets of Mathematical Philosophy enabling FSTPtech alias ‘Invention Technology’.

For 3 millennia – i.e. from antiquity until the renaissance – most innovations had the context of being God(s)-given.
Ikhnaton is godfather of today’s belief of many of us in his innovation of only one single & almighty God. Solon’s innovation
is his single & democratic state, for Hippocrates it is his ethical measure, for Plato his atomicity of matter, for Aristotle &
Euclid & Archimedes the Logic & axioms & first physical law, ..., for Brunelleschi his perspectives, for Leonardo &
Michelangelo their Renaissance paintings, for Kepler his conic section trajectories of planets, for Newton & Leibniz their
science of Physics, …
In only 3 centuries – i.e. from Kant (late Enlightenment) until today – most ‘engineering limited’ innovations’ context has
been replaced: Their being God(s)-given by being man-made. This paradigm shift in/of most scientific innovations, allengineering thinking overarching, is exemplarily indicated by the 2 bottom lines of heads of enlightened rationalists, who
not only enabled the acceleration of the respective socio-economic development. It also enforced globalized such
demands.
FSTPtech is a slight but substantive modification of Kant’s cognition theoretical statement about the relation of sciences’
to Mathematics’ thinking – ‘No Maths, no true science’ [622 / III.ii)], in today’s jargon – then inevitably naïve Mathematics
perceived. Hence, the notes ‘engineering limited’ above.
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VII. About Potentials of the Post-SPL-Framework.
VII.1 A person with SPL knowledge easily learns that – esp. when using the IES – an ETCI’s post-SPLframework may evidently offer properties of the s of an E-crCS mathematically clearly model-/ specifiable
that need not be already existing/noticeable in the notional coarseness of the pre-SPL-framework. These
propertiesV.1 are checked by test4)-7(9))IV. of FSTPtech’s PE-(PA-) alias FSTP-Test. 5.a)
VII.2 ‘ISL’ is a language family with the base version denoted by 0ISL. It is expandable
X/Y/…’technical-area-wise’b), for specifying the resp. X/Y/…ETCIs/CBN(ETCI)s in X/Y/…ISLs, e.g.
ITETCIs in ITISL, DNAETCIs in DNAISL, & DNA/ITETCIs in DNA/ITISL. Fully automatically testing a specific DNAETCI°
would require its ”DNAAUS°, DNA all universes set of ETCI°” in AUSISL°c).
VII.3 Any ISL family member comprises a bipartite ‘alphabet’ alias ‘dictionary’: One part is ISL- area
(i.e. in the VII.2 e.g. DNA-) specific and ETCI° independent, while the other part comprises all meaningful
notions from the ETCI° at issue. Thereby, for any XETCI° the corresponding XISL° is construableb) from
scratch by XETCI°’s AUS – or simpler, if  already a YISL°° with XY and ETCI°ETCI°°. [626]
VII.4 While VII.1 seems to be complex, the learning process of using ISL & FSTPtech & the IES
basically requires familiarizing only with few new notions. For any ETCI, the 4 sections of 35 USC/SPL
state only 9 requirementsBox1, which the FSTP-Test maps on the testo, o=1,2,…,9Box3. In FSTPTest’s calibration mode, i.e. in inputting an ETCI, the IES prompts the user through all ETCI items. For
outputting an ETCI test result, the IES needs for any testo only a single by the IES prefabricated ‘LAC’d).
The IES evidently enforces correct reasoning – which hence causes an unintended but very
efficient automatic learning effect with the user, especially to any frequent one (such as an examiner,
patent lawyer, patent manager, …). It thus conveys to the user also the subtleties of the by the
Supreme Court refined SPL precedents about ETCIs – whether grasped by the tester or not.
VII.5 The IES provides access to the FSTP-Test by a conventional ‘multimedia user interface, MMUI’.
In calibration and testing mode of the IES the MMUI is basically the same. It talks the user through
a user guidance whatever by IES provided and user selected – as known from other advanced
application systems, yet in patenting hitherto unknown. The MMUI is usable in local or client/server
mode, but also in dialog mode over the Internet, currently only between two cooperating end users,
e.g. an inventor and a patent lawyer, or the latter and an examiner, or …
5 .a This

Section VII. provides a very brief preview into future FSTPtech research, not yet subject of this mail.
.b for enabling mathematically defining its ‘joint’ meaning. I.e.: For a specific E-DNAcrCS° upfront its AUS(DNAEcrCS°)ISL must
be defined by an EBNF, its compiler automatically construed & input to the IES (as part of its calibration with DNAE-crCS°).
I.e.: For an area Y and an ETCI°,  YETCI°, E-YcrCS°, YAUS°, & TS(YAUS°).c)
.c By its AUS, the mathematical definition of the s E-YcrCS° are no longer stated separately for the individual E-YcrC°s,
but as a compound. The reason is that DNAtech here is at the Molecular Biology’s verge to Atomar Biology, i.e. its atomic
forces (also between its different genes by one or several molecules’ atoms). This requires reconsidering Pauling’s resp.
factual assumptions, for correctly coding/decoding of information, indispensable for defining/solving e.g. the problem of a
CRISPRETCI’s ‘off-target’ or a COVID-19_VacETCI’s ‘mutation’.
.d The 9 LACs for a YETCI° are stereotypic ‘Legal Argument Chains’, by the IES output in YETCIISL° and/or English acoustically.
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FIG.4: An IES user’s ETCI specific virtual brainKR of 6 virtual Screen Shots.

Following the indication in ftn2), the above FSTP-/PA-Test is shown to expand – by its tests8)-9) – the PE-Test presented
in IV.. Thereby must be proceeded as in classic SPL for determining that the minimal creative height of TT0(ETCI) is >1
over any anticipation combination construable by the predicates of the I>0 prior art documents of RS: ●By determining in
test8) for any TTi all its above Δn,kn,i and ●in test9) for all its possible ‘anticipation combinations’ one of minimal distance
from the ETCI, which embodies the ‘creative height’ of the ETCI over this RS.
Of 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112, the Supreme Court’s ex- & implicit interpretation alias its SPL-framework
indicates by its PE-Testo, 1≤o≤7, that FSTPtech is indeed AI based[586] – as shown on top of an IES user’s brainKR
(see[FSTPmails,182]).
If the US SPL is replaced by another standard (‘AS’) of ‘FFOL, Finite First Order Logic’ – be it the SPL of another
NPS or the set of conjunctive requirements to be met by some FFOL control system, e.g. an IT system, or traffic system,
or … system – the adjustment to it of the corresponding FSTP-Test requires solely replacing SPL’s test1-test9 by AS’es
test1-test9.
If the AS is given by a set of definitions, then it may be called ‘set of axioms’. This hint shows the broad applicability of FSTPtech and the IES – as most non-sophisticated regulations/directions are of FFOL, up to a society’s
constitution.
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VIII. ‘Virtual Screen Shots’ of the IES-UI for ETCI Management.
VIII.1 FIG.4 shows 6 virtual screen shots of the IES UI ─ in total called ‘brainKR’ ─ of all items related
to the FSTP-Test of Section IV.. The left bottom screen shot models two ‘clear_docKR-stacks’, the
left/right ones of legal/factual docs. The 2 ‘criKR’ screen shots right of it (i=0 identifying the TT0 doc, 1iI
a docRS) show 2 of its factual docs. Their O/A/E-structures point to their resp. crCs’ MUIs V.2.
6)

VIII.2 On top of the 2 middle high screen shots, the ‘brainKR’ screen shot quotes all items’ modelling
predicates input to the IES, i.e. to its FSTP-Test ─ as prompted by the IES when calibrating the ETCI
at issue. On request by the actual IES user(s)/tester(s), the IES today shows any items’ all relevant
relations between them, by the IES & FSTP-Test automatically generated. In the future, further items
and relations shall be offered for defining dynamically controlling IES output in ISL or this IES’es
dynamic actual output control. This enables the IES to instantly react on any defined event caused by
executing the FSTP-Test, e.g. for guidance to its next step or any other information to the user.
VIII.3 The elements of the box on top of the ‘brainKR’ screen shot indicate the 9 testo’s of the FSTP-Test,
known from Section IV.. Their results are output whenever they are executed – automatically or on request
by the IES user, in calibration mode and in response mode (both as customized by the user as part of its IES
calibration or its whatever item determination). Any output is automatically generated as “LAC, Legal
Argument Chain”[47,71] and textually presented on the bottom lines of the resp. response controlKR screen
and/or graphically and/or multimedially on appropriate output devices. For more information see[182].
VIII.4 Double headed arrows exist (not shown here) between all elements of all sets of all items ●of
the ETCI and PTR(ETCI)-DS at issue, input for its SPL satisfaction test into the IES, and ●of thereby
involved legal documents coming (in short) with the LACs output by the IES.
VIII.5 In total: These virtual screen shots provide direct access to and/or then crossovers from








ALL items existing in any FSTP-testo of the ETCI, the IES is calibrated with, to:
ANY ONE item to its peer in any TTi(RS), TT0(ETCI) at issue – and back.
ANY ONE item to ANY ONE of its relation – and back.
ANY ONE item relation to its peer in any TTi – and back.
ANY ONE item’s spot in ANY ONE testo – and back.
ANY ONE impact of a change performed in one of the 6 screen shots on the other ones ─ and back.

VIII.6 Thereby the above complex virtual screen shots have only little to do with the real & much
simpler screen shots of the IES, as shown and explained by the UI manual[443] of the IES.
6

A ‘term’ or ‘item’ is an arbitrary ‘identifier’ alias ‘name’/‘acronym’/'reference'/’statement’/’framework’/’proposition’/’axiom’/
..../’wording’. A pair <’term’, its ‘meaning’> is called ‘notion’/’synonym’, denoted by its name. A notion’s meaning, assigned to its
term/name/.../wording, is called the latter's ‘semantics’/’property’ – and semantics for a specific need, the latter's ‘pragmatics’.
The ‘process’ of this meaning/pragmatics/property/semantics-assigning and its notion are called ’interpretation’. The creating/defining new meanings/semantics/properties/pragmatics and/or terms is called ‘semiotics’. Due to the in the FSTP-Project used
notion of AI[2]/[470, ftn1.b)], the necessary & sufficient requirement for ‘modeling’ a metarational statement/word/notion/
property/semantic/… is: For it there is no other meaning (under no condition) than the metarational one – by the “PPOSC, Person
of Pertinent Ordinary Skill and Creativity” to be confirmed. For a more detailed elaboration see[182].
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IX. Chagall’s Modelling of a Paradigm-Shift – e.g. US SPL’s.

15

FIG.5 Marc Chagall’s GAD: Illustration of the Supreme Courts SPL paradigm-shift – from classic SPL to its SPL Framework.

Chagall’s paintings often model surreal arrangements and the by them represented ‘abstract ideas’. His painting of a
‘GAD’[Wikipedia] focuses on modelling accordingly surreal many different arrangements representing old and contemporary
abstract ideas, but first of all a much more powerful new one. Together they model the idea of the birth of an innovation
caused by a paradigm change of mRAT quality – representing the eternal ‘hindsight, insight, foresight’ processes of driving
humanity’s progress: They thereby – in their struggling for overcoming the surreally unsatisfying world – include into its
progress additional ‘incremental idealisms’: For new idealistically existing creations, called ‘Emerging Technology Claimed
Inventions, ETCIs’, modeled by expanding their E-crCS by additional E-xcrCs.
In reality, a ‘paradigm shift’[335] is welcome only for resp. savvies – hence, it is initially always controversial7.a). This holds also
for the USSC’s paradigm shift for adjusting SPLb) to the needs of ETCIs modeled by E-crCS comprising an E-xcrCc) –
which means not only adjusting ETCIs’ SPL precedents to the Supreme Court’s requirements but also the amazing
increase of their ●precise modelability, ●automatic SPL satisfaction testability, and thus ●all their productivity aspects.
It is unknown, whether Chagall adumbrated or even knew already T. Kuhn’s notion of paradigm shift – from classic US
SPL to the Supreme Court’s SPL framework, i.e. to FSTPtech – on which this mail is based. Yet, due to his also visionary
genus, his GAD painting perfectly visualizes the being of any paradigm shift, here the just mentioned one and soon the
one from an ordinary ordinaryDNAETCI to e.g. CRISPR & ViralETCIc)/[622,626].
7.a

When T. Kuhn[335] discovered the necessity of a paradigm shift in most sciences for enabling therein a substantive modification of
an established problem’s perception (and thereby initially slightly exaggerated), he encountered fierce dissent – sometimes called
‘paradigm shift paralyze’ – as this usually violates notional feelings of a society’s majority, as it hates to abandon the by it loved
known & frozen notional ‘state of affairs’. Exactly what happened to the Supreme Court’s SPL paradigm-shift.

.b – comprising all existing/materialistic[FSTP] creations, i.e. classic technology claimed inventions, CTCIs, modeled by only E-crCs –
.c In the long-run[622], too, E-xcrCs would eventually metamorphose to materialistic E-crCs, implying ETCIs’ eventual metamorphosis to CTCIs.
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My privately financing this FSTP-R&D-Project – by more than 20 M€ – was indispensable, as I knew from my academic &
TELES careers: In the US patent community no desire existed for a paradigm shift in SPL – as the Supreme Court required. Yet,
it encouraged me to bring its paradigm shift into line with today’s IT System Design, as the established SPL interpretation is incapable to cultivated dealing with ETCIs’ new peculiarities (as correctly complained by the USSC[480ftn1.b)c)d)]). Outside the US no
constitution has the wisdom to entitle its highest court to refining its law for the sake of its society’s wealth. Thus, on the one hand
● knowledge of philosophical foundations of Mathematics/ Analytic Philosophy/ Elementary Particle Physics, … &
advanced IT & the US enormous investments into Emerging Technology R&D, and
on the other hand
● the US Supreme Court’s 6 Solomonic unanimous SPL-framework decisions (in KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice) has by me
been simply integrated. This ‘adjusted the classic US SPL to the needs of ETCIs’. As the USSC required.
 The email of this APPENDIX presents this SPL paradigm shift – as by the USSC for its SPL-framework invited[480ftn1.b)c)d)].
As the USSC by its SPL-framework induced for ETCIs a technically & economically extremely appealing ‘SPL-science’, it is unlikely
that the Congress would deviate from these USSC’s decisions: By their redefinition of SPL, they open for the US – and international –
innovative communities the whole range of socio-economically beneficial R&D potentials.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin
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